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learning platforms, social media or any digital web services. This proliferation of applications has triggered heated
discussion among scientists and policy makers regarding trust and explainability: that is, the ability of an AI system
to justify the recommendations it makes and explain how it works. A recent study by the Royal Society [1]
highlighted a number of concerns regarding accountability, transparency and bias that must be carefully considered
when designing AI-enabled systems. The same study argued that different users require different forms of
explanations in different contexts [1]. System developers might require technical details about how a system is
designed or how data are processed, while an end user may need accessible information about which factors have
been considered and how they influenced the decision. Explainable AI is a very challenging area because trust in a
system may not always be a desirable outcome. As some recent examples challenging advertisers to explain their
strategies on social media have shown, such systems could be used to deceive, mislead or manipulate people.
Similar ethical concerns have been recently expressed with respect to examples of humans trusting robots as
much as they trust other humans in emergency evacuation scenarios [2] or of robot automation software making
decisions based on biased data, existing patterns of structural discrimination, generalisations or cultural stereotypes.
However, although AI is embedded in almost all advanced robotics systems (e.g. robot vacuum cleaners, self-driving
cars and social companions), the topic of Explainable Robotics is almost completely absent from discussions about
future technologies. A recent study [3] maintained that the lack of ability to provide comprehensive explanations
impedes general acceptance of AI and robot systems in critical tasks.
This paper argues that Explainable Robotics is a research area with unique challenges. Different socio-technical
contexts require different levels of explainability, as is particularly evident when analysing human-in-the-loop
scenarios. For example, patients do not normally question their physicians’ authority, but would expect explanations
from a robot helping them perform rehabilitation exercises or advising them to continue a specific treatment.
Therefore, the new generation of robots fully interacting with humans will require sufficient intelligence to provide
explanations in ways that are understandable to humans. The long-term vision is to develop robots that are able to
not only explain an action or articulate a response to human partners, but also perform a more active role, in which
they participate in a dialogue, debate decisions or suggest second opinions. Explainable Robotics is a small but
necessary step towards achieving this vision.
This paper addresses the above challenge by introducing the new research area of Explainable Robotics, which
studies explainability in the context of human–robot interactions. The focus is on developing methods for generating
explanations that allow robots to communicate with humans in a trustworthy and human-friendly way. The main
research challenge is identifying what needs to be explained and how it should be explained by robots to particular
individuals.
The paper is organised as follows. The next section reviews the latest research in explainable AI, ethical AI and
human–robot interactions. Section 3 introduces Explainable Robotics using a scenario from the healthcare domain.
Section 4 discusses the research challenges of Explainable Robotics and highlights the need for new algorithms and
further research. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Literature review
2.1 Explainable AI
AI systems have become part of our daily lives; one wonders if their decisions and predictions can be trusted. As
reported by Pricewaterhouse Coopers (PwC), 82% of interviewed CEOs believe that AI-based systems must provide
reasonings and explanations if their predictions and decision-making are to be trusted. AI systems can successfully
tackle real-world problems, but their ‘black box’ nature has affected their application in many safety-critical
domains [4] [5].
Explainable AI is a rapidly emerging research area in the machine learning field that attempts to explain how
black box decisions are made and how AI models work. It aims to provide ethics, privacy, security, trust, confidence
and safety for AI-based systems [6]. These aspects are important for many applications and are increasingly
important for personalised medicine and healthcare [7]. Most recently, the European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR and ISO/IEC 27001) made black box approaches not acceptable in business and the medical
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domain, necessitating new models and methods to recreate system decision-making processes and replicate both
knowledge extraction and learning. To improve medical diagnosis and pharmaceutical developments, AI decisions
must be traceable, and the causality of learned representations must be transparent [5]. The demand in medicine is
increasing for AI approaches that are not only accurate, but also trustworthy, reliable, explicit, explainable and
interpretable by a human expert [8]. Explanations of AI predictions and decisions are required to achieve thorough
trustworthiness of a machine’s moral and ethical standards [9]. In the context of explainable AI, there is an important
difference between interpretation and explanation: that is, interpretation is the mapping of an abstract notion to an
area perceivable by an expert user, while an explanation is a collection of the features of the interpretable area that
contributed to the decision making [10]. Several different predictive models have been developed, and each produces
a different type of explanation. For instance, an explanation can directly measure the effect of a local feature
interaction, while different local explanations of each prediction can be combined to interpret the global model
structure [11].
There are two distinct types of explainability/interpretability: post-hoc systems that give local explanations (and
not explanations of the whole system’s behaviour) for a particular decision to support reproduction on demand, and
ante-hoc systems, which can be interpreted by design in the direction of glass-box strategies. The model-agnostic
framework Black Box Explanations through Transparent Approximations (BETA) is an example of a post-hoc
system that can explain any typical black box classifier’s behaviour by simultaneously optimising consistency with
the original model and the interpretability of the explanation [12]. Decision trees and linear regression models are
well-known examples of ante-hoc systems. For example, the decisions of any classifier can be explained visually by
formulating them as additive models [13]. This approach has been demonstrated in the context of three different
models (i.e. linear support vector machines, naïve Bayes, and logistic regression) [14].
2.2 Ethical AI and Robotics
Ethics in AI and robotics is critical to important issues such as trust, transparency, privacy and security [15].
Ethical deliberation is important because robots typically work in controlled environments in human-in-the-loop
scenarios. However, ensuring that a robot works safely and reliably with a human involves several ethical challenges
[16] [17]. In an AI-enabled assistive system, human data and privacy protection are essential [18]. Transparency and
explainability are also crucial, as transparency in a shared autonomy framework and explainability in AI and robotics
will help machines explain their computations, heuristics and decisions. Other challenges include accountability and
responsibility, especially in situations in which a robot could cause harm [19].
AI and robotics systems that learn from humans or experience can gradually become smarter, but this poses some
serious risks. Trust requires reliability and robustness, but not at the cost of safety and security. In addition, AI
systems are vulnerable to cyberattacks, which can jeopardise users’ safety. Hence, sufficient measures must be taken
to ensure a system’s cybersecurity compliance, and user feedback should be sought to improve robots’ predictability.
In human–robot interaction scenarios in which robots deal with patients (e.g., dementia sufferers), another important
challenge is protecting human dignity [17]. Critically, acceptance of both AI and robots must improve significantly
[19].
Impartial usage checks should be employed to secure fair and unbiased decisions by AI systems and robots.
Internal and external checks should be included in both AI applications and shared autonomy robots to secure
egalitarian applications. Impartial AI minimises unfair bias in data and algorithms and minimises human errors
during the coding and machine learning stages. Another challenge is avoiding deception. A robot may lead a user to
develop convincing but deceptive trust in the system, risking the user’s safety and creating a potential threat.
Accurate system information may help avoid deception if communicated in advance to the user.
2.3 Human–Robot Interaction
Human–Robot Interaction (HRI) is a field of study dedicated to understanding, designing and evaluating robotic
systems for use by or with humans [20]. The concept is applicable not only to robots operated by humans, but also
to autonomous systems, as these operate in environments with humans and seek to fulfil human-defined goals and
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needs. The type of interaction between humans and robots is highly dependent on whether the robots and humans
are in close proximity or separated in space and time. Although the field of Explainable Robotics is also relevant to
telemanipulation and software agents, this section reviews only the physical interactions that occur when humans
and robots are in close proximity and engage in a dialogue.
Relevant to the concept of Explainable Robotics is Sheridan’s classification of autonomy [21], which begins with
level 1 (Computer offers no assistance) and ends with 10, the highest level of autonomy (Computer decides
everything and acts autonomously, ignoring the human). Interestingly, all other levels (2 to 9), involve some sort of
interaction between robots and humans. For example, at level 2 (Computer offers a complete set of action
alternatives), the robot expects a judgement from the human, and at level 5 (Computer executes the action if human
approves), the robot needs confirmation before proceeding. Even level 8 (Computer informs human after automatic
execution only if human asks) may involve human–robot communication when the if clause is fulfilled.
Sheridon’s levels of autonomy [21] are a good starting point for this discussion on Explainable Robotics.
However, more recent studies of autonomy emphasise the collaborative and dynamic nature of robots and humans
working together and promote such concepts as shared autonomy [22] and mutual adaptation [23]. In particular,
Schilling’s three levels of autonomy [22] differentiate among normative, strategic and operative control and could
be used to define the types of explanations required at each level.
Beer [24] defined autonomy as the extent to which a robot can sense its environment and then plan and act upon
that environment with the intent of reaching a task-specific goal (either given or created by the robot) without
external control. This definition is very helpful to understand the kinds of explanations a robot may need to provide
a human, such as explanations of the environment as it senses it; logical interpretations of this reality; and plans,
actions and goals based on external commands and reasoning.
Scholtz’s taxonomy [25] of the roles humans and robots can assume in human–robot collaboration tasks (e.g.
operator, supervisor, peer, etc.) is particularly relevant to the field of Explainable Robotics because it supports the
definition of a broad range of applicable scenarios. For example, in the area of assistive robotics, a robot may act as
a mentor to an autistic child or a guide assisting a blind person. In a search-and-rescue scenario, humans and robots
could work as peers to secure an area or an unstable structure. All these scenarios require explainability; that is, the
robot must be able to explain its actions or recommendations (e.g. justify its choice of a path, detail a particular
sequence of steps in a procedure, provide helpful examples). Many of the key challenges in designing such complex
human–robot interactions are linked to the need to use real-time information from multiple sources, navigate in
complex dynamic environments and, in many cases, interact with vulnerable persons and children. Therefore, one of
the key requirements is that the interactions and resulting behaviours can accommodate high levels of complexity
[20].
The communication channels used in such complex scenarios combine visual displays, gestures, facial
expressions, brain signals, speech, recorded messages, vibrations, recorded alarms and alerts, and more. Some of the
exchanges between humans and robots can be scripted and based on a formal language and limited vocabulary, but
the more challenging aspects of effective communication require situational awareness and understanding of human
cognition and behaviour.
Situational awareness in the context of human–robot interaction [25] involves perception of cues, an ability to
comprehend or interpret them, and an ability to forecast future events and dynamics based on the perception and
interpretation of reality. This approach is very relevant to Explainable Robotics, as it highlights the need to build and
explain a model of reality, interpret that reality in the context of a specific goal or task, and predict how the reality
may change in future. Cognitive modelling plays a very important role in human–robot interactions, as it allows a
robot to identify and adjust to a human’s cognitive state, while also allowing humans to correctly interpret robots’
actions or behaviours. As highlighted by Lemaignan et al. [26], human–robot collaboration supported by multimodal and situated communication is a challenge for AI, as it involves three aspects: communication, joint action
and human-aware execution. Joint action, for example, builds on a common goal, a physical environment and a
belief state that includes a priori common-sense knowledge and mental models for each of the agents involved (i.e.
the robot and its human partners). Addressing such challenges in the context of human–robot collaboration is one of
the goals of Explainable Robotics.
2.4 Explanation
People use explanations to improve their understanding of nature, phenomena, situations, events and behaviours.
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Effective explanations accommodate novel information in the context of prior beliefs in a way that fosters
generalisations [27]. Many important decisions in law, engineering, medicine, politics, diplomacy and everyday life
are based on implication-rich, conditionally dependent pieces of evidence, and such decisions often require an
explanation-driven approach [28].
An explanation is a set of statements containing facts, beliefs, rules, context, clarifications of causes and possible
consequences. There are many different types of explanations because many things in life could be better
understood. For example, Aristotle, who first introduced the theory of causality, argued that a ‘why’ question can be
answered by a final, formal, efficient or material cause; therefore, a complete explanation should address four
aspects: matter, form, agent and end of purpose [29].
Explainability is a system feature that differs from causability [5] [27]. Many explanations are the result of
logical inferences, such as deductive, inductive and, less often, abductive reasoning. Mathematical and philosophical
logics are associated with deductive reasoning, science is dominated by inductive reasoning and abductive reasoning
is used in areas that use reasoning to develop hypotheses (e.g. medical diagnostics, science). Logical inferences are
the foundation blocks of logical AI (e.g. rule-based systems, induction trees). Deep neural networks are interpreted
using different approaches. Evaluating uncertainty measures prediction and variability (e.g. how model parameters
can be affected by small perturbations in training data). Attribution methods associate a specific output of a deep
neural network to the relevant input variables. Finally, Activation maximisation recognises input patterns that
resulted in the maximal activations associated to particular classes in the output layer [5].
Formal reasoning is used to support many decision support systems. Relevant to Explainable Robotics is
Pennington’s model of explanation-based decision making, which views explanation as a mental representation of a
situation relevant to a decision and emphasises events, conditions and relationships [28]. Such an approach to
explanation can not only improve the quality of the decision making but also provide a requisite explanation if
decisions are challenged. Although Pennington’s theory is verified in the legal domain, where, according to the
authors, explanations are based on spontaneously constructed stories, this approach could serve as a starting point
for developing a computational model for Explainable Robotics. In fact, model- and case-based reasoning are two
other well-known AI formalisms that support decision traceability.
Recent data-driven AI approaches in robotics demonstrate task performance superior to the symbolic
representations used in classical AI, but have made the problem of explainability even more acute. In general,
robotic systems lack the ability to explain their own behaviour. There have been some successes in explaining action
plans and abnormality detection, but the main problem is the lack of interpretability of the knowledge
representations used in data-driven AI. A recent study [3] addressed this problem by linking demonstration,
learning, action planning, evaluation and explainability in a framework that uses both symbolic representations and
a data-driven haptic model. This approach was successful in generating functional explanations and demonstrated
how a specific question (e.g. what is the sequence of actions?) can be addressed in the context of action planning
through learning by demonstration (robot explanation: pushing the cap three times and twisting the cap three times).
The study demonstrated a significant increase in human trust ratings, but was limited to a specific task and,
therefore, lacked the requisite broader perspective: the need to answer the ‘why’ question.
As previously emphasised, robots need the ability to reason about what needs to be explained and how it should
be explained to each individual. The next section discusses these two key aspects using a scenario from the
healthcare domain.
3. Explainable Robotics
Figure 1 shows a hypothetical scenario of robot assisting an elderly person with dementia and helping them with
activities of daily life and reminiscence therapy. The scenario involves a person with symptoms of early stage of
dementia, their friends and family, a caregiver and a robot.
In this scenario, the robot is learning from the caregiver how to assist the elderly person with activities of daily
life. The knowledge acquired includes both declarative knowledge (e.g. medication prescribed, medical condition)
and procedural knowledge (e.g. how a medication is normally administered) about the person’s daily routine. The
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robot’s knowledge is enhanced through direct observations of interactions and certain procedures (e.g. caregiver
offers a glass of water) and involves a transfer of skills from the caregiver to the robot (e.g. how the medication is
given or how the glass of water is placed). The robot’s knowledge about the person is further enriched through its
interactions with the elderly individual and his/her friends and family.
An example of such an interaction is the life story book and its surrounding activities and conversations. The life
story book is a form of reminiscence therapy used to help dementia sufferers recall past events and people. In its
most simplistic form, the life story book is an annotated photo album with photos and additional artefacts provided
by family and friends. The therapeutic effect is achieved through conversations with the elderly individual, which
involve extensive reminiscence, associations and helpful reminders. It could be assumed that the robot also has
access to lexical resources (e.g. thesauri), knowledge sources (e.g. Wikipedia) and ontological knowledge (e.g.
family trees, ontologies of places, professions, historic events, etc.).

Figure 1. Explainable Robotics scenario of robot assisting with activities of daily life and reminiscence therapy for dementia sufferers

This scenario requires many different types of explanations and very advanced abilities to observe interactions,
analyse human behaviour, predict intentions, reason about a person’s needs, offer solutions and construct simple
dialogues. Extracting meaning from the environment (e.g. how objects are positioned in the house) and behaviours
(e.g. gestures, posture, speech, emotions), combining observations with expectations (e.g. comparing how a person
sounds with how they normally speak) and reasoning about these facts using background knowledge and context are
some of the key abilities required to address the challenges of Explainable Robotics.
Example
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Person to Robot (preparing for a visit by a family member, but speaking incoherently and mumbling with
jumbled speech; difficult to understand): [incoherent speech]
Robot (observation): Person is not speaking clearly.
Robot (reasoning, using knowledge sources and reviewing possible reasons for the cause of the sudden speech
problem, such as tiredness, stress, too much to drink, stroke, migraine, neurological disorder, or medication;
exploring all these possibilities, but not finding a convincing cause because the medication has been already taken
and the person is smiling and looks in good health): Person looks ok.
Robot (engaging in more observation, reasoning, and building environmental awareness, notices an unusual
object on the table; uses knowledge sources to identify the object as dentures): There are dentures on the table.
These dentures belong to Person.
Robot (finding a solution, realising that it needs to offer help as the person will be meeting his/her family
shortly): Person needs dentures.
Robot to Person (explaining/asking permission to act by adapting the explanation and speaking slowly, with
simple vocabulary and sentence structure): Your dentures are on the table. Do you want them?
Person to Robot (confused expression, not realising they need the dentures): [incoherent speech]
Robot to Person (offering a simple explanation): You need your dentures to talk with your family.
Robot to Person/Caregiver/Family (offering a more detailed explanation): Person did not speak clearly. Person
looked ok. There were dentures on the table. These dentures belonged to Person. Person needed dentures to talk
with family.
In this example, the human’s speech is different from his/her normal speech, and the human has particular
difficulties with labiodental sounds (i.e. sounds that involve the teeth and lips). The robot explores the possible
causes of sudden speech problems and assigns a low probability to each based on additional observations of the
human. The robot expands its search space by exploring the environment and looking for deviations from the normal
morning routine in the bedroom. The unusual object found on the table is identified as a set of dentures. Through
continuous observation, the robot formalises the instances of daily life as cases, which include features
characterising human and features characterising the environment. In this specific instance, the unusual elements in
the case are ‘speech’ and ‘dentures’. Using common sense knowledge, the robot finds a causality between the two,
evaluates the situation and decides to offer help. The human looks confused, so the robot explains why the human
may need his/her dentures. The robot could also provide a longer explanation following the logical chain of
reasoning, which could be offered to all actors in the scenario; however, the simpler explanation is deemed more
suitable for talking with the dementia sufferer.
Clearly, in the context of robotics, trust and autonomy, explanations are primarily needed to explain why a robot
has undertaken or is planning to undertake a particular action. There are many types of explanations (e.g. deductivenomological, historical, psychological, functional, pragmatic, etc.) [27] [30], and more research is needed to
understand how to construct human-friendly and trustworthy explanations using analogies, past experiences and
real-time information.
It should be noted that although in human–robot interactions, trust may not always be a desirable outcome, as a
system could be used to deceive, mislead or manipulate people, quantifying trust in real time requires further
research, at a minimum, scenario-based metrics can be defined for each scenario. For example, in health care
scenarios, trust could be measured through emotional feedback, gestures, physical and visual contact and
willingness to cooperate. Similar to assessing accuracy levels in the execution of an algorithm, Explainable Robotics
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needs a mechanism to assess levels of trust and acceptance and identify possible manipulations, hackings and
unexpected learned behaviours.
4. Research Challenges
Explainable Robotics is critical for the successful deployment of many applications that involve humans.
However, as a new research area that has inherited many of the unsolved problems of both AI and robotics, it faces
two significant challenges.
The first challenge is the need for new algorithms for generating explanations that use past experiences, analogies
and real-time data to adapt to a particular audience and a particular purpose. A good starting point to determine what
needs to be explained is Sheridan’s classification of autonomy [21], which differentiates among levels of autonomy.
As stated before, all but two of the ten levels of autonomy involve human interaction. Different types of
explanations can be offered at different levels as the purpose of the explanation changes (e.g. a set of alternatives at
level 2, a tentative decision requiring approval at level 5 and a retrospective account of actions at level 8).
Explanations of results and strategies used to achieve an outcome could be based on past experiences, data
modelling, feedback, historical facts or interpretations of events, and robots should be able to choose the correct
method for each explanation. Past experiences and acquired knowledge provide explanations with examples,
analogies and means to compare and rank alternatives. In cases in which robots use data to provide decision makers
options, explanations may contain information about variables, data biases, the number of options considered,
confidence levels and use of weights/probabilities. Explanations based on risk propensity could consider harm,
defects, biases and feedback from previous decisions. Robots should be able to explain their own learning processes
and demonstrate how they have reached specific decisions in terms of learning strategy (e.g. criteria used to discard
an option), rate of learning (e.g. how and why the model has been updated), data sources and quality (e.g.
completeness, credibility, comparability, consistency), deductions and inferences used and type of feedback
mechanism employed. Explaining security vulnerabilities may involve references to security access levels and
requirements for traceability.
The second research challenge is the need for novel computational models of situational and learned trust and
new algorithms for real-time trust sensing. Achieving human-like trust in human–robot collaboration scenarios
poses enormous difficulties and hurdles, but these are outweighed by the potential benefits. A durable and trusted
working relationship is critical when seeking to understand our surroundings, evaluate hazardous situations,
demonstrate empathy and understand human or robot behaviours. Understanding why a robot does an action can
help ensure robots are working as expected, systems comply with regulatory standards and any unexpected or newly
learned behaviours can be understood by human collaborators. Real-time sensing of trust requires improved
algorithms for detecting attention and acceptance, understanding gestures and body language and determining the
effectiveness of the selected explanation type in the given context. Finally, more research is needed to understand
whether trust can be used as a control variable in Explainable Robotics.
5. Conclusions
This paper introduces the new research area of Explainable Robotics, which studies explainability in the context
of human–robot interactions. Explainable Robotics offers many research challenges and has the potential to enhance
numerous robotic applications, with significant and positive social and economic impact.
This research area focuses on developing algorithms to provide explanations that allow robots to communicate
with humans in a trustworthy and human-friendly way. The research challenges include identifying what needs to be
explained in a human–robot interaction scenario, determining how the robot should explain the situation to an
individual and discovering how to best use machine learning approaches to enhance these explanations.
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